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THE GOOD NEWS REVIEW 

A Note From Our Founder… 
October is time for apples, falling leaves, pumpkin carving, shorter days, 
sweaters, and “Trick or Treat”. This year as I watch the leaves turn red 
and orange, it feels so much different - a lot like “Trick or Trick”.  
October starts the last quarter of the year. It is not the time to give up 
or wish for this year’s TRICKS to finally come to an end waiting to 
begin again in 2021. Now is the time to finish STRONG! 
Currently, I am reevaluating my intentions and goals so I can feel good 
about my achievements in reaching those goals. I am excited about what 
has been accomplished, the people we have added to Living Better 101 
and the new ideas that are taking shape and coming your way. 
This Fall, we have a number of students graduating from our  
Living Better 101 school. They have met their Credit Goals and are now 
CREDIT WORTHY. We celebrate you!  
It is my extreme pleasure to send these students on their way armed 
with knowledge and excellent CREDIT to buy their homes, go on to their 
new jobs, purchase their cars or qualify for new student loans.  
Whether you are moving on or are in the middle of your Credit Process, I 
challenge each of us to review our goals and finish this quarter strong.  
 

Here’s to a STRONG finish for a ‘Trick or Trick’ year. 
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Connie Larson

OCTOBER 

HAPPENINGS  

Halloween 
Saturday October 31

Did you know… 
One quarter of all the candy sold 
annually in the United States is 
purchased for Halloween?  

Did you know… 
M o r e p e o p l e , e s p e c i a l l y 
millennials, are buying costumes 
for their pets. Twenty percent did 
so in 2018, this is up from sixteen 
percent in 2017? 

Did you know.. 
Candy Corn’s original name was 
Chicken Feed? Today we buy 
more than 20 million pounds 
each year. 

Did you know.. 
1.5 billion pounds of pumpkins 
are produced in the U.S each 
year. 

Did you know.. 
A full moon is very rare on 
Halloween, only 3 times since 
1950. The next one is this year.  
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Meet Darien… 

Hello! My name is Darien and I've been with Living Better 101 for almost 
3 years now.  

As the Administrative Support Manager I have the 
privilege of hiring, training and working daily with 
our Processing Staff. My position is unique because 
of my dealings with every aspect of this business.  
I am the liaison between our Sales Staff, our 
Processing Staff, and our Students, therefore  
I get to meet most of you, either in person or over 
the phone. In doing so, I am able to develop 
personal relationships and get to know you. 
Knowing that we help you solve problems and 
reach your goals, this drives me to be here each 
and every day.  

After college and a grueling training I became an EMT (Emergency Medical 
Technician). While the experience was one I will never forget, I decided to make 
the career switch and join Living Better 101. I have never looked back and I’ve 
loved every second of it. Although this wasn't my planned career path, I couldn't 
see myself anywhere else now. 

Out of the office I enjoy spending time with my lovely wife and taking our dog on 
hike's. I've been recently binge watching Netflix and a Hulu series, so I’m 
always open for any recommendations!  
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Pilots use a ‘BEFORE TAKEOFF’ checklist before they ever 
get into the cockpit to fly the plane. If they didn’t use a 
checklist, would you even consider getting on the plane? 


A checklist provides several benefits. It helps people stay 
more organized, assuring them they will not skip any 
important step in the process. A checklist motivates us to 
take action and complete tasks. Checklists help us move 
quickly, be more efficient, and save time. 


Knowing this, I have created a Credit Checklist for achieving 
Excellent Credit 


🟧   Credit Cards are put on AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS. 

🟧   Credit Cards are PAID down to or below 25%. 

🟧  EMAIL NOTICES are regularly checked for updates, 
new Credit Bureau letters and educational materials. 

🟧  Credit Bureau RESPONSES are saved, scanned and 
uploaded in my account when they are received. 

🟧   I know my CREDIT SCORES and what is REPORTING 
on my Credit Report. 

🟧   I use the valuable tools and education provided. 

🟧  I have saved the PHONE NUMBER for Living Better 
101, so I can call or answer a call from their Office. 

🟧  I have credit GOALS, I do what it takes to reach them.  
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Why should I 
use a 

Checklist? 
A checklist is easy 

to use and effective  

Checklists motivate 
us to take action  

A checklist means 
less stress 

Using checklists 
ensures that you 

won’t forget 
anything 

Having checklists 
help you to reach 

your goals quicker 

The Power of a Checklist
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Michele came to us with a goal of purchasing a home. She knows the 
neighborhood she wants to live in and house plan she wants to 
purchase. Michelle is an elementary school teacher (we ❤  our 

teachers) who had Identity Theft problems, student loans that were in need of 
review and 30-Day-Lates reporting on her Credit Report that were preventing 
her from realizing her dreams. 


Michelle is well on her way to home ownership once again. 




This month we celebrate Michelle! 
If you know someone who anyone who could use our HELP, 


let us know or send them our way.
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It’s What We Do! 
Good news for our Living Better 101 Students. 

Helping our students achieve their GOALS AND DREAMS. 

Call: 844-844-3911  

Email: support@LivingBetter101.com  

Remember to VOTE.

mailto:support@LivingBetter101.com
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